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Effectiveness of 
Financial Education

What do we know?

Financial Education Financial 
Behaviour

Target Group
Specific

Type of Financial 
Behaviour

Intensity Programme
Characteristics

has a strong 
positive impact 
on financial 
literacy

has to be tailored 
to the needs, 
contexts and 
realities of target 
groups

Eg. borrowing vs 
saving

Increased 
intensity 
supports the 
effect of financial 
education

Mandatory
“Teachable 
moments”
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W H A T  D O E S  I T  T E L L  U S  A B O U T ?BEHAVIOURAL 
INSIGHTS

Education

p e r s o n a l i t y

m o t i v a t i o n

c u l t u r e

r e w a r d

c o n t e x t

t o p i c s

f o r m a t

g a m e s
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Whilst it has been established that financial education is positively associated
with increased financial literacy, the link between knowledge and the
subsequent demonstration of behaviour that aligns with high higher levels of
financial literacy remains unclear.

Can Financial 
Education Change 
Behaviour?

Y E S
8 0 %

N O
9 0 %

M A Y B E
6 5 %
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Mind and Behaviour

Change
Response to opinion of others 
that leads to change

Social Incentives

Reward now for what will 
benefit them in the future (close 
temporal gap)

Immediate Reward

Average brain better at coding 
information about progress

Progress Monitoring

(Sharot 2015)
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“Change might not be fast and it isn’t always easy. 
But with time and effort, almost any habit can be 
reshaped”

HABIT W
hy w

e do w
hat w

e do and how
 to 

change –
Charles Duhigg
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Create a good habit by having that 
gratification ready

Planning Ahead

NEW ROUTINE

Eliminate the stress of a big financial decision 
with research

Financial Literacy

NEW ROUTINE

Make money to spend money

Start a Microbusiness or 
Side Hustle

NEW ROUTINE

www.wealthfit.com
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“We are what we 
repeatedly do. Excellence, 
then, is not an act, but a 
habit” – Aristotle

“Your net worth to the world is usually 
determined by what remains after 
your bad habits are subtracted from 
your good ones” – Benjamin Franklin
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O
rion

The Elusive Dream?

Prof. Bernadene de Clercq
College of Accounting Sciences
University of South Africa

Change in Financial 
Behaviour 

Thank you



Game-based learning arrangements in financial literacy education
Presentation at the FSCA-OECD International Conference, 

23-24 May 2019, Cape Town, South Africa

*

Prof. Dr. Carmela Aprea
Chair of Business and Economic Education
Instructional Systems Design and Evaluation
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Potential of Learning with Digital Games
 Support of domain-related knowledge construction and 

higher order cognitive skills
Primacy on experience: learning through failure and related feedback

 Promotion of enjoyment, intrinsic motivation and positive 
attitudes 
Factors for fostering intrinsic motivation: challenge, curiosity, control and 
fantasy, flow experience 

 Fostering generic abilities as well as meta-cognitive skills

 But: No sure-fire success  careful design needed

Central question:  
How can game-based learning arrangements be designed 
which realise these benefits in the context of FLE

Prof. Dr. Carmela Aprea FSCA-OECD International Conference, 23-24 May 2019, Cape Town, South Africa
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Four-steps research approach

Step 1: Needs and behavioural analysis

Step 2: Development of a financial literacy game

Step 3: Development of game-based learning arrangements

Step 4: Implementation and evaluation of game-based learning 
arrangements

Prof. Dr. Carmela Aprea FSCA-OECD International Conference, 23-24 May 2019, Cape Town, South Africa
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Game Development 

Finance Mission Heroes

Time bar
 Players have limited time for 

every mission
 Players need to decide between

− Time for learning
− Time for working
− Time for playing

The Hero Shop
 Players decide on items they want to 

buy
− ‘Weapons’ (e.g. frypan, swap)
− Protecting clothes 

 Players considerate costs and benefits 
of every item

Prof. Dr. Carmela Aprea FSCA-OECD International Conference, 23-24 May 2019, Cape Town, South Africa
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Detailed account
 Players see what they earned and spent 

during the mission
 Players get hints how they can become 

more successful
 If players made unwise decisions, they 

will run into debt

The Level
 Players decide on strategy

− Fighting the big bosses and earn much 
money (but massive damages of the 
equipment)

− Fighting the small robots and earn less 
money (but less damages of the 
equipment)

Prof. Dr. Carmela Aprea FSCA-OECD International Conference, 23-24 May 2019, Cape Town, South Africa

Game Development 
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Results, limitations and next steps

Products of the four steps research approach

 A suitable game and a set of prototypical game-based learning 
arrangements

 Preliminary guidelines for integrating games into financial 
literacy education (e.g. value participation and communication, 
ensure reflection and transfer, provide enough time)

Limitations
 Case studies and/or small 

samples

 only static and short- term 
evaluation measures

Next steps

 Controlled research design

 Inclusion of procedural and 
long-term evaluation measures

Prof. Dr. Carmela Aprea FSCA-OECD International Conference, 23-24 May 2019, Cape Town, South Africa
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Prof. Dr. Carmela Aprea (aprea@bwl.uni-mannheim.de) 
Chair of Business and Economic Education – Instructional Systems Design and Evaluation 

Business School |  University of  Mannheim
L 4, 1 | D-68161 Mannheim 
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Aprea, C., Schultheis, J. & Stolle, K. (2018). Instructional integration of digital learning games
in financial literacy education. In T.A. Lucey & K.S. Cooter (Eds.), Financial Literacy for
Children and Youth (2nd ed.). Frankfurt/M.

Prof. Dr. Carmela Aprea FSCA-OECD International Conference, 23-24 May 2019, Cape Town, South Africa

mailto:aprea@bwl.uni-mannheim.de


What kind of financial 
education changes 

behavior?
Dr Celestyna Galicki

Research Analyst

Commission for Financial Capability

New Zealand



“Financial education does not work”

• Providing facts alone does not effectively change behavior (compare to weight loss –
everyone knows that what they need to do is to eat less and move more, yet obesity still 
exists)

• To change behavior we need to address barriers to applying this knowledge

• These barriers are context dependent – 3 examples from our experience

2



PRESSURE TO SPEND

CFFC survey shows that 40% of people who 
celebrate Christmas think that they spend less 
than other people on a single Christmas present 
and only 16% think they spend more than other 
people

Wanting to keep up leads to debt

Or

In some cultures generosity is important – saving 
money for oneself is viewed as selfish, you are 
expected to share what you have and receive 
help when you need it

(Playing lotto as saving – at least you end up with 
a larger lump sum once in a while – negative 
interest!)

3

Give people tools to resist pressure to spend

Or

Target whole families / communities 



LACK OF 
CONFIDENCE

• Teach confidence

• Acknowledge the value of non-financial benefits 
such as psychological comfort when dealing with 
financial services

• Or

• Communicate findings to institutions – suggest to 
banks what to do differently

• … or develop policies (challenging)

We found that some people who are eligible for 
bank loans use third-tier lenders (high interest) 
because they feel more comfortable with third-
tier lenders

Banks perceived as judgmental, impersonal, 
unfriendly, for people with a lot of money (fueled 
by banks’ aspirational advertising)

Third-tier lenders develop personal relationships –
the same customer service person each time, 
long hours, flexibility in repayments for long-term 
customers 

4



LACK OF HOPE

• It is worth investing a lot of time and resources in 
educating a small number of people – this can 
change attitudes in the whole community

“I can never do it” (so why even try)

Home-ownership getting out of reach of young 
people 

No hope to buy a house = better to enjoy life and 
spend money now, sacrifice (saving) is not worth 
it

Or

Low-SES, generations of poverty – no role models, 
can’t imagine getting ahead

5
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Conclusions

• When financial education does not work, 
it’s important to research what the issue 
really is

• Focus groups, survey, feedback from 
community leaders and NGOs; 
cooperation with academics

• We do a lot of surveys but qualitative 
research is invaluable in finding out “why”

• We are constantly surprised

• Important to not make assumptions

• Much of “addressing beliefs and attitudes” 
can be done by just talking about them 
openly

• For this to happen we need to know what 
these beliefs and attitudes are

• Celestyna.Galicki@cffc.org.nz
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Teaching financial
competencies in a
digital world

Olaf Simonse



Children grow up in a digital world

wijzeringeldzaken.nl2

(Primary) schools are by far less
digitalized



The materials

moneywiseplatform.nl | october3

• Part of a set of 30 lessons spanning 6 years

• Based on a comprehensive competency model

• Aligned to the cognitive and social competencies of the 
children

• Uses examples from daily life, so that it can be brought
into practise immediately

• Created by education professionals

• Not limited to knowledge, but include competencies
and behaviour

• Paper materials

 500.000 pupils reached per year
(out of 1,2 million)



N

moneywiseplatform.nl | october4



Quasi-experimental design

• One age group (10/11 years old)
• 124 schools, 2,689 children
• Solomon’s four group design

Treatment Control

Without pre-test A B

With pre-test C D



Questionnaires

moneywiseplatform.nl | october6
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Main results

moneywiseplatform.nl | october7



We stopped this – succesful – program

1. Content and context is quickly outdated

2. The content is still too much knowledge-based

3. Schools are – slowly but surely - digitizing

moneywiseplatform.nl | october8



Same principles

1. Aim for competencies. Knowledge is not enough.
2. Structural approach. Short interventions have little effect.
3. Align with real life situation, so that lessons can be applied.
4. Align with cognitive, social and psychological development.
5. Involve education professionals.
6. Use proven didactics
7. Integrate in other themes.
8. Involve teachers and parents.

9 wijzeringeldzaken.nl | 3 oktober



Same basic concepts

The value of money
Making choices
Spending vs saving
Temptations (advertisements and peer pressure)
Earning your own money
Risks and insurance

moneywiseplatform.nl | october10



Updated content and context

(Even) less knowledge and more competencies
Promote discussion in the classroom
Examples from the digital world

e.g. vlogs, internet advertising, mobile phone, ...

moneywiseplatform.nl | october11



Totally different format

• Combination of online and offline
• (Even) easier to implement for

teachers
• Characters that the pupils can

identify with

moneywiseplatform.nl | october12
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Totally different format
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• (Even) easier to implement for
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• Characters that the pupils can
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Online

moneywiseplatform.nl | october15

www.geldlessen.nl (moneylessons)

http://www.geldlessen.nl/


Offline

moneywiseplatform.nl | october16



First results & next steps

1. First lesson launched in January 2019

2. Already > 18.000 packages ordered (> 500.000 pupils
reached)

3. (Very) positive evaluation from teachers

4. Second lesson launched in June

5. Effectiveness?

moneywiseplatform.nl | october17



African digital platforms 
and the future of financial 
services

May 2019



Africa’s digital platforms 
Creating new opportunities for earning revenue

JP Morgan Chase:
1.6% of accounts in 

the US

Research ICT 
Africa:

1% to 3%
of adults*

4.8
million

platform workers

A multi-sided digital platform (MSP) is a company or 
organisation that derives value primarily from 
enabling and facilitating observable, direct 

interactions between two or more distinct groups of 
users affiliated with the platform.

“
”Connects employers 

and freelance workers

Freelancing

Connects passengers 
and local drivers

E-hailing

Connects consumers and 
suppliers of products 

Online shopping

Does not fit into any 
other category

Other

Facilitates exchange 
of spare rental 

capacity and demand

Rental

Connects customers to 
service providers for delivery 

or distribution of parcels

Logistics/courier



Why platforms?
The rise of Africa’s digital platforms
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The changing nature of work
Increasing dependence on platform incomes

Source: RiA/I2i infographic (2019) 



Platforms offering additional financial services

1

6
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0
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Savings Credit Digital wallet Insurance

15%
of platforms identified 

offer one or more 
insurance, digital 
wallet, savings or 

credit product.



Customer 
needs

Platform 
incentives

Customer needs and platform incentives merging

Market-based solutions

Unmet needs

Potential for exploration

• User lock-in 
mechanism

• Increase time 
user engages  
platform

• Disincentivise 
the use of 
opposition 
platforms

• Grow the 
network 
economy

• Risk-
management 
solutions

• Access to 
financial 
services 

• Control over 
employment 

• Access to 
formal 
markets
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Session 6: The Zeros and Ones of Digitalisation

Crypto-Coins. Just a Hype? 
Implications for Financial Education

May 24, 2019
South Africa

Financial Education Unit, Oesterreichische Nationalbank 
www.oenb.at

http://www.oenb.at/
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Exploding exchange rates lead to rising demand for information
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Source: https://www.finanzen.net/devisen/bitcoin-euro/chart (May 9, 2019)

https://www.finanzen.net/devisen/bitcoin-euro/chart
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Crypto-coins – Austrian central bank‘s experiences

Increasing requests regarding crypto-coins
• Questions within all our standard products/programs
• Requests for information and help (currency issues, central bank topics, regulation, …) 
• Requests for seminars

First reactions
• Discussions about definitions and terms

• „Crypto currency“, „digital or virtual currency“ -> no currency („so-called crypto currency“)
• „Crypto asset“ -> highly speculative and risky
• „Crypto-coin“ -> digital medium of exchange 

• Survey on the use/attitudes towards crypto-coins in Austria
• Establishment of a FinTech Core Group
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 Only 2 % of the Austrian population own crypto-coins. But 77 % of the Austrian population are aware of
crypto-coins

 11 % of the Austrian population are „crypto-affine“ (= current/former owner or persons who show high interest
in crypto-coins) 

 Crypto-affine people are younger than overall population but neither very young nor old: Mean age 36.6, but 
only 3% of crypto-affine are older than 65 years.

 Other important socio-demographic characteristics: Male, higher income, employed. 

 Crypto-affine people are ready to take more risk and are more interested in technology/new applications.  

 Majority of the Austrian crypto-aware population wants crypto-coins to be regulated because of fraud issues

(For more information: Doris Ritzberger-Grünwald, Helmut Stix (2018): How Austrians bank and pay in an increasingly digitalized world? Survey results. 
See online: https://www.oenb.at/dam/jcr:3df600cb-ce76-4223-af84-9d5783f3146d/06_MOP_Q3_18_ritzberger.pdf)

4

Survey results for Austria (OeNB-Barometer Q1/2018)

https://www.oenb.at/dam/jcr:3df600cb-ce76-4223-af84-9d5783f3146d/06_MOP_Q3_18_ritzberger.pdf
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Implementation of the topic in financial education programs

Elementary 
school
• Features of money

Middle school
• Focus on the

features of money
• Different forms of

money (currencies, 
digital money, …)

High school
• Different forms of

money
• Risk and return

Higher education
• Systemical

understanding of the
topic

Broad public
• Seminars on the

topic
(e.g. for teachers)

• Informations on 
Websites & Social
Media
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• Demand for crypto-coins stagnates
• No financial stability issues (entity is too small) 
• Still high interest in technological innovations behind crypto-coins („blockchain“)

• Digitalisation will transform the financial service system
• New consumer protection issues arise

• Fast reactions of financial educators are necessary
• New topics need to be analyzed
• And adapted to the audience (translate complex topics to simplified texts)
• Information need to be made available to the public (use adequat formats)

6

Conclusion
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